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Instantons lead to strong correlations between up and down quarks with spin zero and antisymme
color wave functions. In cold and dense matter,nb . nc . 1 fm23 and T , Tc , 50 MeV, these
pairs Bose condense, replacing the usualkq̄ql condensate and restoring chiral symmetry. At high
density, the ground state is a color superconductor in which diquarks play the role of Cooper pairs.
interesting toy model is provided by QCD with two colors: it has a particle-antiparticle symmetry whic
relateskq̄ql andkqql condensates. [S0031-9007(98)06417-5]
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The properties of hadronic matter under extreme cond
tions are subject to intense theoretical studies, numeri
simulations on the lattice, and experimental efforts usin
high energy heavy-ion collisions. Substantial progress h
been made with respect to hightemperatureQCD matter,
while the (more difficult) problem of colddensematter is
much less understood. In part, this is due to the fact th
simulations on the lattice still struggle with the problem
that the fermion determinant at nonzero chemical pote
tial is complex (see [1] for a recent review). This is un
fortunate, because the phase structure of dense matte
expected to be very rich. Several intermediate phases
tween nuclear and quark matter have been proposed,
example, pion or kaon condensed matter [2].

Naively, asymptotic freedom implies that very dens
matter is a nearly ideal Fermi gas of quarks. This system
quite similar to a cool electron plasma, with Debye scree
ing of color fields at momentum scalesp , MD , gm,
collective plasmon excitations, etc. [3]. However, becau
the perturbative Coulomb interaction between quarks
different colorsis attractive, we expect the formation o
colored Cooper pairs near the Fermi surface, and co
quark matter ought to exhibit color superconductivity. Th
magnitude of the gapD and the critical temperatureTc

from this mechanism were estimated to be,1 MeV [4].
In this paper, we propose a new nonperturbative mech

nism that leads to a gap and critical temperature abo
2 orders of magnitude larger. This mechanism is bas
on the instanton-induced interaction between light quar
discovered by ’t Hooft [5]. For two quark flavors (up and
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down), the interaction is [6]

L  G
1

4sN2
c 2 1d

(
1

4Nc
sc̄smnt2

a cd2 1
2Nc 2 1

2Nc

3 fsc̄t2
a cd2 1 sc̄g5t2

a cd2g

)
, (1)

whereNc is the number of colors andt2
a  s $t, id is an

isospin matrix. We will specify the coupling constantG
below. There is pervasive evidence for the importan
of this interaction from (i) phenomenological studies o
current correlation functions in QCD, (ii) the success
hadronic spectroscopy in the instanton liquid model, a
(iii) studies of instantons and their effects on the lattic
see [6] for a detailed review.

In order to study the effect of this interaction onsq̄qd
states it is convenient to introduce an effective interactio

Leff  G
1

8N2
c

fsc̄t2cd2 1 sc̄t2g5cd2g , (2)

that includes both the direct and exchange terms. (T
means that if (2) is used in the Hartree approximatio
it reproduces the results from (1) in the Hartree-Fo
scheme.) In (2) we have dropped terms that act on
in color octet channels, and do not affect color singl
mesons. The same underlying Lagrangian (1) can a
be Fierz rearranged into asqqd interaction. The result is
fully equivalent to (1), but it has the advantage that w
can directly read off theqq vertices that we will use in the
following. We find
Leff  G

(
s21d

8N2
c sNc 2 1d

fscT Ct2la
Acd sc̄t2la

ACc̄T d 1 scT Ct2la
Ag5cd sc̄t2la

Ag5Cc̄T dg

1
1

16N2
c sNc 1 1d

scT Ct2la
Ssmncd sc̄t2la

SsmnCc̄T d

)
, (3)
nd
g

whereC is the charge conjugation matrix,t2 is the anti-
symmetric Pauli matrix, andlA,S are the antisymmetric
(color 3̄) and symmetric (color 6) color generators [no
r-

malized in an unconventional way, trslalbd  Ncdab, in
order to facilitate the comparison between mesons a
diquarks]. The effective Lagrangian (3) provides a stron
© 1998 The American Physical Society 53
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attractive interaction between an up and a down qua
with antiparallel spins (JP  01) in the color antitriplet
channel, described by the diquark currentSa 
eabcuT

b Cg5dc. This interaction is only a factor of
(Nc 2 1) weaker than the interaction in thēc $tg5c

channel that leads to an (almost) massless pion.
addition to that, there is a repulsive interaction in the02

channel, and a somewhat weaker interaction for16 states
that couple to the tensor currentcT Ct2l

a
Ssmnc .

The phenomenological importance of color3̄ diquark
currents is related to the fact that we can construct a co
singlet nucleon currenth  Saua  eabcsuT

a Cg5dbduc.
The implications of the instanton-induced interaction i
the 01 diquark channel were first discussed in connectio
with spin-dependent forces in baryons [7]. This wor
challenged the conventional wisdom that spin splitting
are due to one-gluon exchange. Quantitative studies
instanton effects in baryon spectroscopy were performed
[8]. The conclusion was that instanton effects are inde
strong enough to reproduce the observed spin splittin
and that the nucleon has a very large overlap with th
01 diquark currenteabcsuT

a Cg5dbduc [but not with the02

diquark currenteabcsuT
a Cdbdg5uc].

Since there is no confinement in the instanton model, o
can calculate the diquark mass by determining the po
in the corresponding correlation function. In the rando
phase approximation (RPA) it reads

PSsQd 
J5sQd

1 2 KJ5sQd
, (4)

where J5sQd  trfCg5Ssp 1 Qy2dCg5Ssp 2 Qy2dT g
and K  Gyf4NcsNc 2 1dg. Sspd is the quark propa-
gator in mean-field approximation andtr includes an inte-
gration over the loop momentump. An RPA calculation
of the scalar diquark mass in the instanton liquid (fo
Nc  2, 3) was first performed in [9]; see the commen
in Ref. [10]. UsingG  491 GeV22, adjusted to get a
constituent massmq . 400 MeV (see below), we find a
pole in (4) atmS . 520 MeV, in good agreement with
numerical results in the instanton liquid obtained in [8].

At zero temperature and density, the instanton-induc
interaction is sufficiently strong to condenseq̄q pairs and
breaks chiral symmetry. The competing interaction in th
qq channel binds quarks into diquarks (and baryons), b
is not sufficiently strong to induce diquark condensatio
As the density increases, Pauli blocking suppresses
q̄q interaction, whereas theqq interaction benefits from
an infrared enhancement around the Fermi surface. W
therefore expect that at large density,kqql condensates
replace the chiralkq̄ql condensate. The mechanisms fo
q̄q andqq condensation are quite similar, i.e., based on th
formation of a gap in the fermion spectrum at the surfac
of the DiracyFermi sea, respectively. Nevertheless, th
coupled problem of competingqq and q̄q condensates is
complicated, and we defer it to a separate publication.
this paper we will consider the simpler cases of (real) QC
at very large density, and QCD with only two colors.
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In the massless case,Nc  2 QCD has an additional
particle-antiparticle (Pauli-Gürsey) symmetry [11,12
This means that color singlet diquarks baryond states
are degenerate with the corresponding mesons. Spo
neous chiral symmetry breaking then implies that som
diquarks are Goldstone bosons. The number of Goldsto
modes is2N2

f 2 Nf 2 1 [13–15]. ForNf  1 there is
no Goldstone boson [theUAs1d symmetry is anomalous].
For Nc  Nf  2 one finds five: three pions, the scala
diquarkS, and its antiparticlēS. There is a nice continu-
ity in going from Nc  2 to 3: the massless Goldstone
boson becomes a deeply bound state.

The Goldstone modes can be described by a sig
model on the coset spaceK  SUs4dySps4d  SOs6dy
SOs5d  S5; i.e., the usual chiral circle is replaced by
five-dimensional sphere. The vacuum states ins  q̄q
andS  qq exhibit exact degeneracy, being lifted only b
additional external fields on the system: in the presence
a small mass term, we recover the usual chiral symme
breaking pattern (plus massless diquarks); if instead
impose a chemical potential on the system, we findksl 
0 andkSl fi 0. Chiral symmetry is restored, but there ar
still 5 Goldstone modes: 3 pions, sigma, andS̄.

We can study this effect by including the chemic
potentialm and the chirally asymmetric mass termA in
the linear sigma model. The effective potential is

V  ls $p2 1 s2 1 SS̄ 2 y2d2 2 As 2 m2sSS̄d . (5)

For m  0 the Goldstone masses arem2
g . Ayy, and

m2
s . 8ly2 (to lowest order inA). For m fi 0 we can

determine thekq̄ql and kqql condensatesksl and kSl in
the mean-field approximation. From

2lkSl sksl2 1 jkSlj2 2 y2d  m2kSl , (6)

one has eitherkSl  0 (and ksl is constant) or, above
some critical chemical potentialmc . mgy

p
2,

jkSlj2 
m2

2l
1 y2 2

A2

4m4
(7)

and ksl  Ay2m2. The corresponding energy density i
e  2m2y2 2 m4y4l 2 A2y4m2, as compared toe 
2m2

gy2 1 m4
gy16l for the normal vacuum.

Unlike real QCD,Nc  2 gauge theory is straightfor-
ward to simulate on the lattice, since the fermion determ
nant remains real form fi 0. With the exception of some
early work using small lattices and the strong couplin
expansion [16], few studies have taken advantage of th
Numerical studies of the instanton model forNc  2 at
finite density [17] are consistent with the scenario foun
above: at large density thekq̄ql condensate is replaced b
a kqql condensate.

In real QCD (Nc  3) and when the density is low one
cannot consider a simple ground state based on the me
field approximation. Confinement implies that neither
homogenous gas of constituent quarks nor a mixture
diquarks (Bose condensed or not) and quarks can be e
getically favored over a dilute gas of nucleons (or cluste
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of nucleons). Instead, we turn to the case of high dens
and assume that quarks form a Fermi gas, and all in
actions operate only in the vicinity of the Fermi surface

This is true also for instanton-induced interactions.
stantons (and the anomaly) are associated with level cr
ing, and at finite density the light quark states involv
are expected to be particleyhole states near the Fermi su
face. The exact wave functions of these states are g
by fermion zero modes found in [18]. They have osc
lations corresponding to the Fermi momentum, so the
teraction near the Fermi surface is not suppressed. A
from the Fermi surface, the interaction is cut off by th
Fourier transform (the form factor) of the zero mode wa
function. The characteristic range of the form factor
the inverse instanton sizer21, which plays the role of the
Debye frequency in a phonon superconductor.

If the gap is small,D ø m, one can use a BCS-typ
gap equation in the usual logarithmic form. Note that
any case, the BCS approximation corresponds to a va
tional wave function, so the true gap can only be larg
We will study the gap equation in the01 diquark channel
eabcuT

b Cg5dc. The condensate selects a direction in co
space and breaks SUs3d color symmetry down to SUs2d via
a Higgs mechanism. Color is neutralized by unconden
quarks of the third color, e.g.,su1d2 2 u2d1d pairs neutral-
ized by the remainingd3 (in neutron matter). Note tha
the condensate does not break SUs2d chiral symmetry.

Including finite temperature effects, the gap equation
the01 diquark channel reads

1 
Gsmd

s2pd2NcsNc 2 1d

Z pF 1l

pF 2l
p2dp

tanhfepsDdy2T g
epsDd

,

(8)

with epsDd  fsvp 2 md2 1 Dsm, T d2g1y2, v2
p  p2 1

m2
q, andp2

F  m2 2 m2
q. We have replaced the instanto

form factor by a simple cutoff around the Fermi surfa
with 2l . r21 . 0.6 GeV. A more detailed discussio
of this approximation will be given in [19]. Note that in
our case the width of the zone around the Fermi surface
contributes to the gap is not small, but comparable tom.

The coupling constantGsmd is related to the semi-
classical tunneling amplitude (the instanton density) [20

Gsmd 
Z

dr nsr, mdrNf s2prd4, (9)

nsr, md  CNc
s8p2yg2d6 expf28p2ygsrd2gr25

3 expf2Nfr2sm2 2 m2
cdusm 2 mcdg

3 expf2Ar2g , (10)

with CNc
 0.466 3 0.186Nc yfsNc 2 1d! sNc 2 2d!g. The

first exponent is the semiclassical action, the second
resents the Debye screening of instanton color fields [2
and the last exponential factor represents the effect o
average gluonic repulsion [22] needed to regulate ther in-
tegral at larger in vacuum. The value of the constantA
can be taken from lattice studies ofnsr, m  0d. Instead,
we have fitted its value to a constituent quark mass in
ity,
ter-
.
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vacuum ofmq . 400 MeV. The resultingA  13 fm22

is consistent with lattice measurements of the total instan
ton density,NyV  2

R
dr nsrd  1.44 fm24.

The perturbative screening of the instanton field is
included only above the critical chemical potentialmc for
chiral symmetry restoration. This kind of behavior was
predicted in the case of finite temperature (andm  0)
in [23] and has been observed on the lattice [24]. In
addition to the screening effect, we also include effect
related to the strange quark. We have not included th
strange quark explicitly in (1). As far asu andd quarks are
concerned, the effect of the strange quark is to renormaliz
the couplingG. Each instanton has an̄ss vertex that
can be closed off with either the current strange quar
massm0

s or the constituent massmp
s , ks̄sl. Since the

constituent mass decreases towards chiral restoration, th
renormalization ism dependent. We take this into account
by including the factorfm0

s 1 mp
s smdgyfm0

s 1 mp
s s0dg in

G. We assume that the effective mass decreases linea
with density (see, e.g., [25]). This assumption is no
crucial for our estimates.

Figure 1 shows the resulting gapDsm, T  0d with
Nf  3 for two different values of the critical chemical
potential. At largem the gap is strongly suppressed by
screening effects, while at smallm it is reduced due to the
decrease of the density of states at the Fermi surface. T
maximum gap is approximately linear in the critical den-
sity and may reach several tens to almost 100 MeV, th
latter at chemical potentials of 400–500 MeV. This im-
plies thatDyl never exceeds 1y3, so the superconductor
is not too strongly coupled to invalidate the BCS treat-
ment. The parameterlym, which controls whether the
interactions are concentrated at the Fermi surface, isO s1d
at chemical potentialsm $ 300 MeV. Consequently, the
phase space dependence in Eq. (8) away from the Ferm
surface is accounted for. Further corrections due to th
momentum dependence of the form factor can be include

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5
nb  [fm

-3
]

0.00

0.05

0.10

∆ 0,
T

c [
G

eV
]

µc=0.5GeV

µc=0.4GeV

FIG. 1. The gapDsm, T  0d for mc  0.4, 0.5 GeV (dashed
and full lines, respectively) and critical temperatureTc (dash-
dotted line,mc  0.5 GeV) versus baryon charge densitynb .
55
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in a straightforward manner [19]. Also plotted is the criti
cal temperatureTc at which superconductivity disappears
The largestTc occurs at slightly higher densities than the
largest gap, but at fixed chemical potential the BCS relatio
D0  pTcyg approximately holds (where lng . 0.577 is
Euler’s constant).

When m exceeds the strange quark massm0
s .

150 MeV, s quarks are also present, which opens th
possibility of forming new condensates. The instanton
induced coupling constant in theud channel isO sm0

s d,
while it is O sm0

dd for us [andO sm0
ud for ds]. Thus pairing

between light and strange quarks is strongly suppress
and presumably dominated by perturbative interactio
[4] which lead to D . 1 MeV. Color 3̄ susd diquarks
formed after condensingsu1d2d pairs would involved3s1
or d3s2 combinations that break the remaining SUs2d color
symmetry. This leaves singles3 quarks which could pair
in a color symmetric spin-1 channel [4,26].

To summarize, we first recall the lessons learned fro
Nc  2 QCD. In this case, diquarks are color single
baryons. The scalar diquark plays the same distinguish
role as a Goldstone boson that pions do in QCD. Chir
symmetry is restored at a vanishingly small chemic
potential m  O sm1y2

q d, and the usualkq̄ql condensate
is replaced by a diquarkkqql condensate of the same
magnitude. A simple mean-field analysis, lattice, an
instanton simulations are all consistent with each other.

In the real world withNc  3, scalarud diquarks are
strongly bound, but diquark condensates are colored a
cannot form the ground state of hadronic matter at lo
density. Whether there exists a phase with bothq̄q and
qq condensates is unclear, and has to be the subject
further investigations. At high density, a Fermi liquid o
quarks with an attractive interaction at the Fermi surface
clearly unstable, resulting in the formation of quark Coope
pairs. Pairing occurs dominantly in the scalar-isoscal
channel, but other combinations (including strange quark
are possible. We have shown that although instantons le
to a rather large gap in the vicinity of the chiral phas
transition, it is still relatively small compared tom and
therefore the traditional BCS formalism can be employe

A more microscopic way to understand these phenom
ena is by comparing the features of the instanton ensem
at highT and highm. In both cases quark propagation in
time direction is favored over spacelike propagation [su
pressed by exps2pTrd and exps2imrd, respectively]. As
a result, there appear strong correlations among instanto
Eventually, the at zeroT , m random instanton ensemble
breaks into small clusters, and chiral symmetry is restore
These clusters are always oriented in the time directio
they are “instanton-antiinstanton” pairs at highT and
“polymers” at high density. Deviations from the simple
mean-field approach used above due to such clusters w
be studied elsewhere [19].

Related work has been performed independently b
M. Alford, K. Rajagopal, and F. Wilczek [27]; we
thank them for useful discussions. Our work is partl
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